CIRCULAR

The admission process for the year 2015 is beginning very soon in the University of Kashmir. All the selected candidates shall have to deposit a fee of Rs. 200/= towards Proctor Office. For past several years, the students of each Department would individually come to the Office of the Chief Proctor for depositing his/her fee. Due to huge rush of students on a particular day we face problems of indiscipline between students and staff in the Office. More importantly the female students have to walk a long distance from their respective Departments to the Proctor Office. Keeping these constraints in view, all HOD's/ Directors of various PG Departments/ Centres/ Units are requested to collect proctor office fee @ Rs. 200/= per student through their Office at the time of admission of selected candidates and send the consolidated amount along with antirragging and/ or other Proctorial document to the Chief Proctor Office through proper channel.

We seek your kind cooperation in this regard.

Chief Proctor